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A Rodin plugin for quantitative timed models∗
Joris Rehm
joris.rehm@loria.fr - LORIA - Nancy Université
We propose to develop a Rodin1 plug-in that experiments a systematic use
of a refinement pattern. The goal of this pattern is to help in modeling of
timed system in Event-B. By timed system we mean system with quantitative
temporal constraints and properties.
The user (of the plug-in) will see and modify an Event-B machine augmented
with a new operator S. This unary operator over an event name e gives the
delay elapsed since the latest triggering of the event e. By using this operator
in the invariant, the user will be able to write and prove temporal properties
over the events. By using this operator in the guard of an event f , the user will
be able to specify temporal constraints over the duration S(e) (which becomes
here the delay between the event e and f ). For the possible constraints, we plan
to consider lower time bounds (l ≤ S(e) in guard of f ) and upper time bound
(S(e) ≤ u in guard of f ). The upper time bound is a bound within the event
f must obligatory occurs, it is not just a possibility. In this text, the usages of
the operator S is called the annotations, it is an extension of the syntaxe of the
B models. The annotations can only appear in invariant or guards.
Our pattern is an Event-B model that encodes the behaviour of the operator
S (we call this model the pattern model). The annotations given by the user
define how to refine the pattern model and how to obtain the behaviour of
S needed for a particular augmented model. The goal of our plug-in is to
generate a normal Event-B model that is the studied (augmented) model where
the annotations are replaced with the superposition of the refined pattern model.
To explain briefly what is the idea of the pattern, we show below an augmented model (on the left) and the generated result (on the right). This small
model define a light that can be on (lo = TRUE) or off (lo = FALSE); the
light can be switch on by a button (the event on) and goes automaticaly off
(event off) after a delay between c − d and c + d. You can see the temporal
annotations in the elements named lb of f (Lower Bounds) and up of f (Upper
Bounds). The S operator can also appear in the invariant, for example we can
write c + d < S(on) ⇒ lo = FALSE.
EVENTS
on =
b
Begin
act1: lo := TRUE
End

EVENTS
on =
b
Begin
act1: lo := TRUE
act2: s on := 0
End
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off =
b
When
grd1: lo = TRUE
lb off: c − d ≤ S(on)
ub off: S(on) ≤ c + d
Then
act1: lo := FALSE
End

off =
b
When
grd1: lo = TRUE
lb off: c − d ≤ s on
Then
act1: lo := FALSE
End
tic =
b
Any s
Where
grd1: 0 < s
ub off: lo = TRUE
⇒s on + s ≤ c + d
Then
act1: s on := s on + s
End

To generate the model the plug-in will have to: declare a new variable s e for
all events which appears in the operator S; reset this variable s e to zero in the
event e; replace all S(e) by s e for all e; generate a tic event that increments the
s e clocks (for all e) and add in the guard of tic the predicate : GUARD(f ) ⇒
s e + s ≤ u for all upper bound S(e) ≤ u in a event f , with GUARD(f ) being
the guard of the event e (without temporal annotations).
For the user interface, we plan to specialize the standard “edit” editor of
Rodin. The user will be able to add his annotations and when the machine is
saved, the plugin will generate a normal machine. The proof will be done over
the proof obligations of this generated machine.
For more information about our pattern see [3], another example of pattern
for time can be see in [2]. Our notion of (refinement) pattern is the same
than the Action/Reaction pattern (see the chapter 3 of [1]). As related work,
we can also cite the works about automatic refinement with tools like Bart2 .
There are some common elements between this tool and our work, the major
difference is that Bart transforms a B machine to a B machine (more close to
an implementation), where our augmented model is not a normal B machine.
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